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Review from previous NWOP meetings:

• DCE/DFS support end of life in '08
• PASS will continue, we will replace DFS
• 5 year search yields GPFS
• Beta Test ready – We need more testers!
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What’s new in Phase 1?

• Kerberized CIFS and NFS servers online

• Private home folder access

• New wiki and feedback forms for Beta Testers
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Resources for Beta Testers

- Informational wiki: https://wikispaces.psu.edu/display/PASS/PASS+Beta+Test
- Discussion mailing list
- Jeff's Next PASS blog
Updated Timeline

• End Fall ’07: “beta test” available – Phase 1
• Spring ‘08: Additional test phases
• Spring/Summer ’08: Begin Data Migration
• Summer ’08: End Data Migration / Begin Application Migration
• Summer ’08: DCE/DFS shutdown target
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Questions ??